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The attached report, "A Study of the Use of a Local Fly 
Ash in Concrete Mixes", by Frank D. Whitney, represents two 
approaches to the addition of fly ash to portland cement concrete. 
Certain percentages of cement were replaced with the fly ash 
for one series of inve sti.gations and for the other the cement 
content wa.s kept constant and the fly ash was used to replace 
sand. 
It was found that 25% of the cement could be replaced 
with the fly ash without detrimental losses, to the 28- and 60-day 
compressive strengths.· The 7-day strengths were lowered for 
the cement replacement tests. 
This report outlines procedures that are required to 
obtain durable concrete while replacing either 25% of the sand 
or 25% of the cement with fly ash, depending upon the particular 
economic situation or shortage of materiaL 
The findings here reported may be of considerable value 
to the department, especially if materia\ shortages should 
develop. 
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There are two large hydrated lime stockpiles in Kentucky. This 
material is a by-product from the manufacture of acetylene gas. The 
plants are located in Jefferson County, southwest of Louisville, and in 
Marshall County near Calvert City. The quantities in the stockpiles are 
increasing at a very rapid rate. In 1952, samples of the Jefferson 
County lime were brought to the laboratory for physical and chemical 
analysis. 
Because of an increasing use of lime and fly ash for soil stabi·· 
lization, particularly in Iowa and Texas, the Department became in-
terested in examining the possibilities of the materials and requested 
that we investigate the subject. The primary objective was to evaluate 
in the laboratory the stabilizing properties of combinations of lime and 
fly ash with a native soil. A low bearing value soil was sampled in 
Graves County at a location within an economical hauling distance of 
both lime and available fly ash. Lime from the Calvert City plant was 
combined in various ratios with fly ashes from two sources: the nearby 
Shawnee Steam Plant of the TV A, and the East End Power Plant of the 
Louisville Gas and Electric Company. The latter of these fly ashes 
was found to be. considerably finer than the former, and reacted more 
readily with the lime. 
As pointed out in the attached report by J. F. Hardyman, lime-
fly ash reaction is slow and appears to be directly dependent upon the 
fineness of the materials. Accelerated curing using live steam in a 
pressure-type autoclave can be used to evaluate the cementing properties 
of the mixture in the laboratory. 
lt appears that it will be necessary to test the reactivity and 
gradation of a fly ash source before a stabilization design can be made. 
The two sources of lime are fairly consistent, but their reactivity is 
dependent upon their chemical composition. Also, in stockpiling, the 
lime tends to form a crush of calcium carbonate which would have to be 
wasted. 
D. V. Terrell April 23, 1958 
Lirne~fly ash admixtures were found to increase the unconfined 
compressive strengths of the soil tested. It is possible that lime alone 
would react with soils containing a significant amount of fine silica, but 
usually such soils have less need for stabilization. There are mixing 
and curing. requirements that would require evaluation in a field installa-
tion before complete specifications could be prepared, Should the Depart-
ment desire to investigate further th<!l use of lime and fly ash, we will 
be prepared to submit tentative specifications for a field test installation. 
WBD:dl 
cc: Research Committee Members 
J. C. Cobb (3) 
Respectfully submitted, 
' I 
W. B. Drake 
Associate Director of Research 
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INTRODUCTION 
The paving of roadways originally developed from the in-
adequacy of natural soils to support vehicles and pedestrian traffic 
Thus a pavement serves as a nearly rigid covering which distributes 
otherwise highly concentrated surface loads over wider areas of the 
underlying soils, Most natural soils are defi)Cient for direct roadway 
service unless such a covering is provided or unless the soil itself 
is solidified, concreted, or otherwise reinforced, Attempts to 
compensate soils for these inadequacies in order to minimize the 
thickness of pavement needed have developed into a specialized aspect 
of highway design and construction known as soil stabilization. 
One approach has been to use the soil as a plastic mortar 
for the concretion of coarser aggregates, which actually provide the 
principal supporting structure. Other attempts involve the use of 
salts to produce flocculation of the clays and reduce the plasticity 
of the soil, and the use of organic compounds and bitumens to water-
proof the soil. In many cases, portland cement and sometimes even 
resins are blended into soils for the purpose of solidifying them, 
Lime has been blended into soils, and various claims have 
been made as to its· effectiveness as a stabilizer (1, 3, 7, 10, 18). 
Lime, of course, has always been regarded as potentially reactive 
toward certain siliceous substances, even sands. This reaction 
produces a cementitious product, which is water-insoluble. The 
resulting calcium silicate hydrates are similar to those that provide 
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the elementary ingredients of portland cernent concrete. This reacti-
vity was recognized but perhaps not understood by the early Romans 
who discovered that burned lime when blended with volcanic ash, a 
very fine silica dust from the slopes of Mt. Vesuvius, produced a 
mortar of such quality that it could be exposed continuously to water 
without falling apart, as ordinary lime mortar was then known to do. 
Pozzolanic reactivity is the term generally used to describe this 
association of lime~ silica~ and water. 
Unfortunately many silicates and siliceous minerals occur-
ring in soils are not so reactive to lime, although they may be made 
so by calcination or sintering. Thus, in many attempts to stabilize 
soils with lime only, it is suspected that little if any pozzolani.c re-
activity actually occurs. Any resulting gain in strength in such cases 
therefore must be attributed largely to re-crystallization andre-car-
bonation of the lime. 
The basic pozzolanic reactions may be described as: 
GaO+ Si02 (activated) + HzO ~Gao· SiOz · xHzO. 
When alumina is available: 
GaO + ALz03 + SiOz + HzO ----;;;. Gao· ALz03 .· SiOz · xHzO . 
While these reactions may proceed theoretically in a stoichiometric 
fashion, the amount of reaction products may be governed by the 
availability of reactants. In other words, the reaction products may 
tend to isolate or even arrest the reaction. Therefore, the more 
intimate the ·mixture, the further the reaction may proceed. For 
complete stoichiometric reaction, assuming that conditions are favor-
able to its completion, lime and silica would be provided in equimolar 
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proportions, 56 gms. CaO to 60 gms. SiOz ( 48% lime and 52o/o silica). 
If a pozzolanic material containing 40o/o available silica were blended 
with another material containing 65% available lime, the two materials 
should theoretically be blended in the proportions of 48o/o/O. 65 to 
52%/0. 40 (28o/o lime bearing material and 72% silica bearing material)·. 
Activation of the SiOz by calcination or sintering seems to 
be essential in many cases for the reaction to progress. Fineness 
of the SiOz also seems to be a critical factor in controlling the rate 
of the reaction. 
Fly ash, the fine cinder collected from the flue gasses in the 
forced-draft combustion of powdered coal, has many of the essential 
attributes of a pozzolanic material. Actually, combinations of lime 
and many fly ashes have been proven to be highly reactive and have 
been used successfully in soil stabilization (4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16). 
Some fly ashes have also been used as pozzolanic admixtures and re-
placements in portland cement concrete (19). Although the results 
of these uses of fly ash have been, on the whole, promising, and there 
is some temptation to recommend 11 optimum 11 methods for its use, 
it must be remembered that fly ash is not a chemical identity and that 
it varies in physical properties as well. Certainly not all fly ashes 
are reactive to the same degree, and their reactivities are difficult 
to measure. In laboratory testing, however, there are clues to the 
extent and progress of fly ash reactivity through observation of the 
rate and magnitude of strength development. 
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For some time, efforts have been made to find some worth-
while use for fly ash, in order to convert a material that might 
otherwise be an industrial waste to a profitable by-product. Many 
uses have been found but still the supply far exceeds the demand. 
This accounts, in part, for the recent interest in the material as 
a soil stabilizer. 
Fig. 1: Disposal Grounds for Fly Ash Collected at the Shawnee Steam Plant of 
the TVA. 
Originally, fly ashes were discharged into the atmosphere 
along with the flue gases. However, when this "dirt" settled over 
the countryside and cities, it was eventually declared a nuisance. 
Today the use of electrical precipitators and cyclone separators 
has virtually eliminated that part of the problem, but this has led 
to the problem of disposing of the fly ash so collected. It has been 
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estimated that more than six million tons of fly ash are collected 
yearly (17). Disposal dumps, such as the one in Figure 1, are a 
necessary feature of the plants that catch the fly ash. In the parti-
cular case presented here, the fly 
ash is piped in a water slurry from 
the cyclone separators to the dump. 
As mentioned earlier, the 
size or fineness of the fly ash has 
a considerable influence upon its 
pozzolanic reactivity. Thus, the 
method and efficiency of the sepa-
ration, which largely controls the 
fineness of the collected product, 
is a big factor in the pozzolani.c 
usefulness of the fly ash. Cyclone 
separators, for instance, tend to 
Fig. 2: Smoke stacks of the Shawnee 
Stearn Plant of the TVA, Showing 
the Fine Particles of Fly Ash that 
Escape the· Cyclone Separators. 
recover only the larger particles and still discharge the fines into the 
atmosphere as can be seen in Figure 2. 
The pozzolanic quality of fly ashes seems to be further influenced 
by the amount of free carbon present in them. While this carbon is 
almost chemically inert, its presence is generally regarded as being 
harmful. Although reactive ingredients must be present, the final 
criterion for pozzolanic quality must be established by the strength 
gain in lime-fly ash mixtures. Under ordinary conditions the reaction 
and strength gain proceed slowly, taking as long as a year or more to 
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reach an ultimate value. Consequently, there is a need for an accelerat-
ed test for differentiating between desirable and undesirable matel;"ials 
without having to wait a year for the answer. With this intention in 
mind, the present study introduces an autoclave curing test which 
yields fairly reliable results in only a few hours. 
The objectives in lime-fly ash stabilization of soils are very 
much the same as those in treating soils with portland cement, except 
that rapid development of strength should not be expected from the" lime 
and fly ash. Here again there is need for a discerning analysis of the 
function of these ingredients when added to a soil. For instance, 
the mere fact that these fine granular substances are added to the soil 
may so alter its physical properties that one might erroneously attri-
bute the changes to pozzolanic activity. Lime or fly ash may increase 
the plasticity of granular soils or even decrease the plasticity of clay 
soils. In any case, immediate effects can hardly be regarded as being 
of a pozzolanic nature. Even at 28 days age, it may still be question-
able as to the ultimate benefit to be derived pozzolanically. 
Lime, which is the companion ingredient here, also exists 
in large surplus as a waste product. One major source of such lime 
is the electric furnace carbide process, which produces hydrated lime 
as shown in the following equations: 
GaO ( lime)+3C( coke) ---;;.. cot + Cac 2 - 121, 000 cal. 
then, 
CaCz + 2Hz0 ~ Ca(OH)z + CHz1 
The CH2 is acetylene, a fuel gas and an important material in 
the synthesis of other organic compounds such as alcohols, plastics, 
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resins, and even rubber. The hydrated lime, of course, sometimes 
called carbide lime, is the waste product. 
The National Carbide Company, a division of the Air Reduc-
tion Company, Inc., operates two plants in Kentucky by the above 
process. One of these plants, at Louisville, yields approximately 
1, 000 tons of crude waste lime daily and is estimated to have a million 
or more tons on hand. The other plant, at Calvert City, produces 
about 2, 000 tons per day and has been in operation for about three 
years. 
Fly ash production at the Shawnee Stearn Plant of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority -- near Paducah -- may run as high as 7, 000 tons 
daily when operating at full capacity or may drop as low as 900 tons 
daily. In addition, the Louisville Gas and Electric Company and the 
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company are also known producers of fly 
ash in the Kentucky area. Two plants of the recently organized Ohio 
Valley Electric Corporation and its subsidiary, the lndianaC"Kentucky 
Electric Corporation (the Clifty Creek Plant at Madison, Indiana, 
and the Kyger Greek Plant at Cheshire, Ohio) have been estimated to 
consume about 7,400,000 tons of coal per year and may yield as much 
as one -half million tons of fly ash per year. Apparently the Kentucky 
Utilities Company does not collect fly ash from any of its regional 
power plants. 
Existing surpluses of both materials as well·as the problem 
of future disposal have created a natural interest in their use in soil 
stabilization, since the highway industry offers potentially the greatest 
volume use of such material. However, to a large extent, the present 
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study developed from the belief that the materials could be useful in 
highway construction. The study attempts to evaluate the pozzolani.c 
strength development of various mixtures and to characterize the in-
dividual materials. It will be apparent from the tests and data reported 
that fineness of the fly ash is by far the most significant controlling 
feature where strength development is concerned. This was apparent 
from autoclave curing as well as from normal curing .. 
MATERIALS 
Three types of fly ash were used in the study. Two of these 
were obtained from the Shawnee Steam Plant of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority. Although taken from the same location, the two samples 
referred to hereafter as Shawnee No. 1 and Shawnee No. 2 --were 
obtained at different times and demonstrated different properties upon 
analysis. Photomicrographs of these Shawnee samples are given in 
Figure 3. The other fly ash sample was taken from the West End 
Power Plant of the Louisville Gas and Electric Company, and is re-
ferred to hereafter in this study as Louisville fly ash. A photomicro-
graph of this material is shown in Figure 4. 
The Louisville fly ash, as indicated in Table 1 and also in 
Figure 6, was considerably finer than either of the two samples of 
the Shawnee fly ash, being approximately equivalent in fineness to 
portland cement. Since the fly ashes from the two sources differ greatly 
in fineness, it may be pointed out significantly that ASTM Tentative 
Specification for Fly Ash for Use as an Admixture in Portland Cement 
Concrete (ASTM C350-54T) requires a fineness of at least 2800 sq. crp.. 
per gm., at least 40 percent Si02 , and less than 12 percent loss on 
ignition. The fineness requirement is apparently intended to insure a 
reasonable rate of reactivity. The Louisville fly ash complies with 
this requirement, but the Shawnee does not, since it varies in fineness 
between 1180 and 2050 sq. em. per gm., below the required figure. 
Naturally the Shawnee fly ashes would be expected to be less reactive 
with lime and to exhibit a slower rate of strength gain. 
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Fig. 3: Photomicrographs of Shawnee No. l Fly Ash {Above) and Shawnee No. 2 (Below). 
Fig. 4: Photomicrograph of the Fly Ash from the West End Power· Plant of the Louisville Gas 
and Electric Company. 
Fig. 5: Photomicrograph of the Lime from the Calvert City Plant of the National Carbide 
Company. 
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In order to further evaluate the importance of fineness, fly 
ashes from the two sources were blended with lime, and ground in a 
laboratory ball-mill. As indicated by hydrometer analysis of the 
products, Figures 9 and 10, this procedure reduced the gradation of 
the Shawnee fly ash bhmd to approximately the original gradation of the 
Louisville fly ash blend; and, of course, the ground Louisville fly ash 
blend was considerably finer than the unground blend. The results 
produced by these variations will be discussed later. 
The lime (carbide lime, in this case) was obtained from the 
Calvert City Plant of the National Carbide Company. It is shown at 
very high magnification in the photomicrograph included as Figure 5. 
The lime is much finer than any of the fly ashes: 4300 sq. em. per 
gm. (Table l). It is pumped from the plant to the sludge dump in the 
form of a slurry. The sludge generally contains 46 to 58 percent 
solids, and the dry solids from the dump have an approximate composi-
tion o£ 63 percent Ca(OH)z and 33 percent CaG03. The CaC03 reflects 
the tendency of the hydrated lime to re·-carbonate. Only the Ca(OH)z 
is considered as being reactive toward fly ashes. 
The soil used in this study was a Grenada silt loam obtained 
from a road cut, 3.4 miles south of Mayfield on Ky. 303. This parti-
cular soil was chosen expressly because it has been rather successfully 
stabilized in some instances with portland cement. All samples were 
taken from the "B" horizon in the cut, and were yellowish-brown in 
color, and friable. 
Mechanical analyses of the three fly ashes are presented in 
Figure 6. Data which describe all the materials used in preparing 
the various mixtures are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3, and Figures 7, 
8, 9, and 10. 
TABLE 1: PHYSICAL PROPERriES AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FLY ASHF$ 
Shmmee Check Analyses Louisville Check Analyses 
Test Steam Plant Shawnee Fly Ash** Louisville 
Analyses* #1 #2 Fly Ash 
Avg., Max. Min. 
Fineness (Blaine) 
(Sq, Cm,/Gm,) 1530 2050 1180 1525 1300 3700 282$ 
Specific Gravity 2.39 2,51 2.24 2.49 2,50 2.60 2.65 
Analysis (%) 
Ignition Loss 3.2 10,.2 1,4 3.8 
Si02 39.8 40.7 38.4 4o.o 
Fe203 28.7 33.7 21.4 
A1203 17.0 17.6 16.0 
cao 5.6 7.5 4.1 
MgO 1.0 1.4 0.7 1.1 
804 0.9 1.1 o. 7 3.0 
* TVA data 
**Data reported: by Frank D. Whitney, Unpublished thesis, u .. of Ky., 1957 (19) 
TABLE 21 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF CALVERr CITY LIME 
BUl'flau of' National Check 
Test Public Roads Cal'bide Co~any -.. Analyses (S-31744)* _.. 
Fineness {Blaine) 
(Sq., Cm .. /Gm.,) 4300 
Specific Gravity 2,)) 2.,28 
Oxide Anal;!!;iS (%} 
5102 o.> - 2.20 
a,o3 1.2$ - 1.So 
CoO 65.7 70~0 - 72 .. 0 
MgO 0,2 ... o .. e 
co, U,,) 
Ignition LoBS 30.7 23 .. 8 - 24.8 
Calculated Com~sition 
Ca(OHh 62,8 
caco3 32.5 
Free Moisture 1,1 
Ilapurities ),6 ),2 
* Interdeps.rtmental collllllU!lieation, May 3 1 1957 
** Typical :ranges reported rather than averages. 
TABLE .3: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL USED 
Test Result 
Liquid Limit (Percent) 
Plastic Limit (Percent) 
Shrinkage Limit (Percent) 
Specific Gravity 
Moisture Density Relations 
Max. Dry Density (Lb./Cu. Ft.) 
Opt. M. c. (Percent) 
Max. Wet Density (Lb./Cu. Ft.) 
California Bearing Ratio (Percent) 
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Fig. 6: Mechanical Analyses Comparing the Three Different Fly Ashes. 
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Fig. 7: Mechanical Analysis of Calvert City 
Lime. 
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Fig. 9: Mechanical Analyses Comparing 
Ratio A with Ratio M. 
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Fig. 8: Mechanical Analysis of Grenada Silt 
Loam Soil. 
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Fig. 10: Mechanical Analyses Comparing 
Ratio E with Ratio 0. 
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Mixtures and Proportions 
Three types of mixtures composed of ( 1) lime and fly ash, 
(2) lime, fly ash, and soil, and (3) lime and fly ash cured in the 
autoclave, were prepared and compacted at optimum moisture con-
tent and in the various proportions given below: 
A- 15o/o Calvert City Lime and 85o/o. Shawnee No. 1 Fly Ash 
B - 25% Calvert City Lime and 75o/o Shawnee No. 1 Fly Ash 
C - 35o/a Calvert City Lime and 65% Shawnee No. 1 Fly Ash 
D - 15% Calvert City Lime and 85% Louisville Fly Ash 
E - 25% Calvert City Lime and 75% Louisville Fly Ash 
F - 35o/o Calvert City Lime and 65% Louisville Fly Ash 
G- 5% Calvert City Lime and 95% Louisville Fly Ash 
H- 15% Mixture of Shawnee No. 2 Fly Ash and Calvert City 
Lime; 85o/o Grenada Silt Loam Soil 
I - 20% Mixture of Shawnee No. 2 Fly Ash and Calvert City 
Lime; SO% Grenada Silt Loam Soil 
J- 25% Mixture of Shawnee No. 2 Fly Ash and Calvert City 
Lime; 75% Grenada Silt Loam Soil 
K - 30o/o Mixture of Shawnee No. 2 Fly Ash and Calvert City 
Lime; 70o/o Grenada Silt Loam Soil 
L - 15o/o Ground Calvert City Lime and 85% Unground Shawnee 
No. 2 Fly Ash 
M - Interground 15o/o Calvert City Lime and 85% Shawnee No. 2 
Fly Ash 
N - 25o/o Ground Calvert City Lime and 75% Unground Louisville 
Fly Ash 
0 - Interground 25% Calvert City Lime and 75% Louisville 
Fly Ash 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
Fig. 11: Procedure Used in Preparing a Lime-Fly Ash-Soi.l Specimen for 
Compaction, 
Maximum dry density and optimum moisture content of the 
soil were determined according to the ASTM Method of Test for 
Moisture Density Relations of Soils. Similar relationships were 
established for the various combinations of materials using the same 
general principles but by compacting the mixture, at various mois-
ture contents, in a 2-inch inside diameter cylindrical mold and using 
a static load of 300 psi. on a single plunger. The mold itself was 
two inches in height but was extended approximately one inch by 
means of an abutting section held in place by a close fitting outer 
cylinder. Thus, the assembly could be filled with loose material 
and compacted; and after disassembling the mold, the sample could 
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be trimmed to the exact dimension of the mold. After each incre-
ment of water, the various mixtures were kneaded by hand in a 
shallow pan, compacted into the mold, and weighed. As would be 
expected of a non-plastic granular material, a point was reached 
where further additions of water faHed to increase density or mois-
ture content because excess water was extruded out of the mold during 
compaction. The results from these tests are shown in Table 4 in 
the Appendix. Typical calculations and plots of the data are shown 
by Figures 28 and 29 respectively (Appendix). 
Fig. 12: Set-up Used in Compacting a 
Specimen. 
Fig. 13: Set-up Used in Removing a 
Specimen from the Mold. 
The actual test specimens representing each of the mixtures 
were prepared at the indicated optimum moisture content, Table 5, 
and compacted in a mold two inches in diameter and four inches in 
height as shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13. After trimming and 
pushing the specimens from the mold, those designated for long-time 
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curing were sealed in Saran Wrap, put in jars, as shown in Figure 14, 
and stored in a 70 °F. constant temperature, 100 percent humidity 
room. 
For the evaluation of the relationships between strengths and 
curing times for the various mixtures, specimens from each series 
were tested for unconfined compressive strength at ages of 7, 14, 28, 
90 and 180 days. The strength test is shown in progress in Figure 15, 
and an example of diagonal shear produced in a specimen is shown in 
Figure 16. Other examples of the resulting shear cones are shown in 
Figur·e 27. Weights and volumes of the specimens were recorded im-
mediately before testing. 
It is apparent from Figure 16 that in some cases thorough 
blending of the lime and fly ash was not achieved by hand kneading. 
For this reason as well as for the consideration of fineness as pre-
viously discussed, mixtures of lime and fly ash were interground in 
a laboratory ball-mill. Compacted specimens of the interground pro-
ducts were wrapped in aluminum foil or tin foil and cured immediately 
in an ordinary cement-type autoclave (see Figure 1 7) for one hour at 
300 psi. steam pressure. Aluminum foil was found to be unsatisfactory 
for wrapping, since it tended to disintegrate in the steam atmosphere. 
The purpose of the wrapping, of course, was to prevent damage to the 
specimens from the spattering of boiling water and dripping conden-
sate. Some of these specimens were tested immediately after cooling, 
others were further cured in air for a period of four weeks, and still 
others were further cured under water at 70 °F. The intent of the 
autoclave curing was to hasten the reaction to such an extent that ulti-
mate strength, or strength comparable to that obtained in a year of 
Fig. 14: Specimen Wrapped 
in Saran Wrap (right) and 
Sealed in Jar (left) for Pro-
tection While Curing. 
Fig. 15: Unconfined Com-
pression Teat Being Run on 
a Specimen with the Hydra-
ulic Testing Machine. 
Fig. 16: Shea• Cone of 
Calvert City Lime-Louis-
ville Fly Ash Specimens, 
Showing the Failure of the 
Lime to Mix Thoroughly 
with the Fly Ash. 
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normal curing, might be achieved in only a few hours. Steam cur-
ing, of course, is standard practice in curing concrete products 
such as building blocks, concrete pipe and the like, thereby produc-
ing ultimate or near ultimate strengths and a product ready for 
immediate use. Further curing following autoclaving was intended 
as a test of the efficiency or completeness of the accelerated curing. 
Hence any further gain in strength under less rigorous conditions 
would indicate an incomplete pozzolanic reaction, re-crystallization 
of any remaining free lime, or possibly re-carbonation of lime. 
Fig. 17: Electric Autoclave and Special Rack Used in the Curing of Certain Specimens, 
RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
Test data from each of the lime-fly ash mixtures subjected 
to normal curing conditions are recorded in Table 5 in the Appendix. 
Similar data for the control soil and blends of soil with lime and 
fly ashes are given in Table 6 in the Appendix. Table 7, also in 
the Appendix, includes the data derived from all interground blends 
of lime and fly ash subjected to autoclave curing. 
Significant relationships among strengths, curing times, 
curing methods, proportions of various materials, and thdr speci-
fic properties are presented graphically incFigures 18 through 27. 
Effect of Different Fly Ashes 
Figures 19 and 20 show the strength relationship between 
Shawnee No. 1 fly ash and Louisville fly ash in lime-fly ash speci-
mens made with the same ratio of materials. The Louisville fly ash 
proved to be superior in strength for each curing period and gained 
strength more rapidly at early ages. It was, of ~:ourse, much finer 
than the Shawnee No. 1 £[y a_sh (see Table 1 and Figure 6). 
For the "A" ratio ( 15% lime and 85o/o fly ash), in Figure 18, 
the specimens for the 90-day curing period were made with Shawnee 
No. 2 fly ash while the 7-day, 14-day, 28-day and 180 -day specimens 
were made with Shawnee No. 1 fly ash. The resulting curve, drawn 
essentially like those in Figures 19, 20 and 21, shows that the 
point representing specimens which contained Shawnee No. 2 fly ash 
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fell considerably below their anticipated strength. Again the difference 
in the fineness of the materials seems to explain this difference in 
strength. The gradation of this material is shown on the same graph 
with those of the other two fly ashes in Figure 6. This shows the 
Shawnee No. I fly ash to be much finer than the Shawnee No. 2. 
Effect of Different Lime-Fly Ash Ratios 
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the effect of different ratios of 
lime to fly ash on the compressive strengths at 7 and 28 days. 
Figure 22 shows the relative strengths of the different ratios of lime 
a.nd Louisville fly ash after 7-day and 28-day curing periods. These 
curves are representative of a similarly indicated optimum that per-
sisted throughout all five curing periods. They clearly show that 
ratio "E" (25o/o Calvert City lime to 75% Louisville fly ash) gave the 
highest strength .. Since the curve drops off as the percent of lime 
is either increased or decreased, it seems that further testing along 
this line with these two materials would be needless. 
Figure 23 shows the relative strengths of the different ratios 
of lime and Shawnee fly ash after 7-day and 28-day curing periods. 
Of the specimens cured for 7 and 14 days, those of the "A" ratio 
( 15% Calvert City lime to 85% Shawnee fly ash) were generally the 
highest in strength. At ages of 28, 90 and 180 days, the specimens 
made from any of the different ratios using Shawnee fly ash had about 
the same compressive strengths at equal ages, and an optimum propor-
tion is not clearly indicated. Actually the "A" ratio gave slightly 
greater strength after shorter curing periods and almost equal or 
greater strengths after the longer curing periods. On this basis the 
''A'' ratio was chosen as optimum. 
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Effect of Lime-Fly Ash on Soil 
Figures 24 and 25 give strength versus curing time curves for 
four different blends of the "A" lime-fly ash mixture with soil. They 
show that each blend of the lime-fly ash mixture to soil gave only 
slight gains in compressive strengths through curing periods of 7, 14, 
and 28 days and then increased rapidly through 90 and 180 days. 
However, the curves seem to level off as the specimens cured from 
90 to 180 days. This probably means that strengths much greater 
than 70 psi. should not be expected from these materials even after 
ultimate curing. Only slight differences are noticeable in the 90 
to 180 day strengths of the soils containing different amounts of the 
lime-fly ash mixture. However, all of the treated soil specimens 
seemed to require 40 to 60 days for the development of any signifi-
cant increase in strength. 
Figure 26 shows the relative strengths of the different blends 
after 7 and 28-day curing periods. The graphs seem to indicate 
that the "H" ratio ( l5o/o mixture of lime and Shawnee No. 2 fly ash 
to 85o/o soil) produced specimens of higher compressive strength 
than any others. Actually this may not be a valid comparison,because 
it is apparent that significant strengths had not developed within 7 
or 28 days. 
Table 6 in the Appendix gives the results of the tests from 
all the lime -fly ash- soil specimens. 
Effects of Intergri~ding and Autoclave Curing 
Compressive strengths of specimens made by intergrinding 
lime and fly ash and curing in the autoclave are presented in Table 7 
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in the Appendix. These data are also shown as ultimate strengths on 
two of the strength versus curing time curves. The effectiveness of 
the grinding in reducing particle size and the interblending of the 
lime and fly ash are clearly illustrated by Figures 9, 10 and 27, 
respectively. 
The unconfined compressive strengths of these specimens 
were considerably higher than the highest values obtained from lime-
fly ash mixtures cured in any other manner. Some of this "ultimate" 
strength, however, must be attributed to the increased fineness and 
intimacy of the blends. Still, such strengths could not have been 
realized in so short a time had autoclave curing not provided an ef-
fective means of accelerating the reaction. 
CONCLUSIONS 
l, It has been verified that these fly ashes do react hydraulically 
with lime but to different degrees. 
2. Fly ashes from different sources may react differently as pozzo-
lans, and these differences seem to be due primarily to varia-
tions in fineness. Thus, the finer the material, the more 
reactive it is with the lime. 
3. Inter grinding the lime and fly ash in a ball-mill produced a favor-
able influence on the unconfined compressive strengths of the 
cured specimens. Fly ash that had not been so reactive, such 
as the Shawnee No. 2, was made so by grinding. This again 
points to the importance of the fineness of the pozzolans. 
4. The optimum ratios of lime to fly ash for the materials used, as 
indicated by unconfined compressive strengths of cured speci-
mens were~ 
A - 15% Calvert City Lime and 85% Shawnee Fly Ash 
E - 25% Calvert City Lime and 75% Louisville Fly Ash. 
Stoichiometrically, the optimum ratio, based on available lime 
and silica (GaO+ SiOz water~ CaO·Si02 ·xH20i or CaO + 
Al203 + Si02 wate:r. CaO· Al203 · Si02 · xH20l, would be approxt-
mately 35% carbide lime to 65% fly asj:l. This would indicate 
that the larger fly ash particles became encrusted in hydration 
products which limited the extent of the reaction and further 
development of strength. This also helps to explain the lower 
lime utilization of the Shawnee fly ash as well a9 the lower 
strength of those mixtures. 
- 20 -
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5. Autoclave curing of lime-fly ash mixtures seems to provide an 
effective means of testing fly ashes for pozzolanic reactivity. 
While fineness and composition are essential requisites, they do 
not necessarily provide a complete criterion for judging re-
activity. 
6. Proof of reactivity seems to be an essential preliminary to the 
evaluation of these materials as soil stabilizers. Likewise, 
proof of significant benefit to the particular soils considered 
should provide the final criterion for judgement. Even though 
the stabilizers are proven reactive, various soils are likely 
to respond differently to treatment with them. 
7. It is suspected, although not confirmed by or considered as part 
of this study, that various soils would respond somewhat 
similarly to lime -fly ash stabilization as they do to portland 
cement stabilization except that rate of strength development 
would be radically slower and comparable ultimate strengths 
may never be achieved. 
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
This report has presented results obtained from an explora-
tory study on lime-fly ash mixtures with regard to their usefulness 
in soil stabilization. More precisely, it represents a study of 
speci:fi.c materials that are rather abundantly available in particular 
areas of Kentucky. However, the report does not attempt to pro-
pose a single de sign criterion for the use of these materials in 
stabilizing soils for roadway purposes. 
Fundamentally, lime-fly ash mixtures can simulate the results 
obtained by the use of portland cement in soils, although they 
should by no means be regarded as a substitute for portland cement 
stabilization. From the general characteristics of lime-fly ashes 
it might be surmised that they wouldperform more like natural 
cements, as far as rate of strength development is concerned. Rate 
of strength gain as well as magnitude of strengths are critical factors 
to be considered in both design and construction. Thus, soil-
cement criteria are not directly applicable to these materials unless 
curing can be conveniently extended significantly beyond 28 days, 
unless lower strengths can be considered as tolerable, and unless 
provisions ar<: made for withholding traffic fro;n new construction 
for a comparably extended curing period. 
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APP,ENDIX: SAMPL.E CALCULATIONS 
AND TABULATION OF T.EST R.ESUL TS 
TABLE 4: EFFECTS OF LIME-FLY ASH-80IL RATIOS ON CCMPACTIVE PROPE!IriES 
cruvert Cuy LoiJisville Shawnee Max, Dey 
Ratio Lime Fly Ash Fly Ash SoU Density 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Lb./Cu. Ft.) 
#1 #2 
/!.. 1$ 8$ 19.0 
B 2$ 75 76.0 
c 35 65 75.0 
D l$ 6$ 71.0 
E 25 15 70.2 
F 35 65 70e0 
G 5 95 79.5 
H 2 l3 8$ 106.5 
I J 17 80 106.5 
J 4 21 15 106.5 
K 5 25 70 106.S 
0 15* 65* 77.8 
*Lime and fly ash intergrcund in bell mill. 
HIGHWAY MATERIALS RESEARCH L.;ABORATORY 
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 
JV\ocli f;eo:fjon of PROCTOR COMPACTION 
IdentificationS% Co_!verf C./fy Lime. f. 9S '71) :S~nee. F!::J /ish 
Operator liacrl:!Jmw1 
Moisture Determination 
Wet Weight Wot Wet 
plus Tare Weight Density Dish 
Wet o,, Water Dish 
( ..... ) (;!,':"') ( lbs.lcu. ft.) Number Weight Weight Weight Weight 
3""· "'· (gms.l (gms.l {gms.l {gms.l 
4-ns IS:C: q_-., __ ~/ /7'1 /?Ci PJ? 11'<.'<3 I I •. _"C"i .3fi'.Oii' 
4-11 lk I Q/ __ qp t?n J:>L.t.r l1na.t.o /7.11/'l 31?. /&. 
4-IS !l.s qq_ :3.3 1.'<"1 IAflSI. II P.f_ "- pfQq 31.. 04-
4-22 17:> ,tn•.S4- &.I !:>:>_ ""'-- 1111:>. '"' 2rJ.tt. .'JS.46 
4-24- 174- I Jn4- 75 IM IP2. 7' ·1n2.3/.. Pr>.:O'I .38.Z8 
"""• we~ 
Opto Mo Co 
(Percent) 
Density 
(Lb./Cu. Ft,) 
26.0 101 .. 2 
28.0 97.2 
34.0 101.0 
33.0 96.6 
36,0 96.9 
u.o 98.2 
31.0 105,4 
17.3 12$,0 
17.3 125.0 
17.3 125,0 
17.3 125.0 
37.0 106,8 
Tore Weight ~1· 250 
Dote 7-E-57 
s'oil 
o,, 
Moisture Density 
Weight Content ( lbs,/cu. ft.} 
{gms.l I%) 
75-25 :>? n 17~.4.!' 
71.44- 23.8 l7l7.2q 
92 .. .c:<1 2L../~ 7>?.4-t. 
t.t.. 7!3 :50.2 7q.sz 
t.4.08 .3/.l? 7q.4{/ 
Fig. 28: Typical Data Sheet from Compaction Tests. Method used was a modification of the 
ASTM Test for Moisture Density Relations of Soils. 
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TABLE !)r RESULTS OF TESTS ON LD!E-FLY ASH SPECDIENS CURED IN OONsrANT HlMIDITI ROOM 
Ouril:Jg Period Materials Percent Percent Specimen Wet Density Percent Max. Unconfined Comp, 
(D'IYS) Llme Fly Ash No. After Curing Wet Denaity St.rength (psi .. ) 
(lb./cu.ft.) 
1 Shalrnee No., 1 Fly 15 85 1 92.,6 91 .. .5 17.5 
1 Ash .. CaJ.vert City J.5 85 2 91.8 90.1 11.6 
1 Lime 15 85 3 88.7 87.6 10~1 
.Avg. 91.0 89.9 1).1 
1 Shawnee No., 1 Fly 25 75 1 84.0 86.4 13.9 
7 Ash - Calvert City 25 75 2 81.6 84.0 9.5 
7 Llme 25 75 J 82.3 84.7 9.8 
Avg. 82.6 85.o 11~1 
7 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 35 65 1 89.0 88.1 10.1 
7 Ash - CaJ.vert City 35 65 2 89.6 88.7 8.3 
7 Lime 35 65 3 90 .. 1 89.2 12S 
Avg. 89.6 88.7 10.3 
7 Louisville Fly 15 85 1 84.5 87.5 76.5 
7 Ash - Calvert City 15 as 2 84.5 87.5 79.5 
7 Lime 15 85 3 88.5 91.6 94.3 
Avg .. 85'.8 88.9 83.4 
7 Louisville Fly 25 75 1 85.9 88.6 88.1 
7 Ash - Cal vert City 25 75 2 86.5 89 .. 3 84.5 
7 Llme 25 75 3 87.6 90.4 103.8 
J.vg., 86.7 89.4 92.1 
7 Louisville Fly 35 65 1 89.9 91.5 58.4 
7 Ash - Calvert City 35 65 2 92.2 93.9 75.0 
7 Llme 35 65 3 91.5' 93.2 79 .. 2 
Avg. 91 .. 2 92 .. 9 70 .. 9 
7 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 5 95 1 99.0 93 .. 9 14.2 
7 Ash - Calvert City 5 95 2 97.6 92.,6 11.9 
1 Llme 5 95 3 97 .. 2 92.2 8.9 
Avg., 97~9 92.9 11.7 
14 ShEWnee No., 1 Fly 15 85 1 92o7 91.6 59.0 
14 Ash - Calvert City 15 85 2 92.1 91.6 67.3 
14 Lime 15 85 3 89.4 88.3 56.3 
Avg. 91.6 90 . .5 60.9 
14 Shawnee No,. 1 Fly 25 75 1 83.3 85.7 34.4 
14 Ash - Calvert City 2$ 75 2 84.7 87.1 39.4 
14 Lime 25 75 3 81.9 84.3 34.1 
Avg., 8).3 85.7 36.0 
14 Shawnee No,. 1 Fly 35 65 1 92.4 91.5 27 .. 6 
lll Ash - Calvert City 35 65 2 92.4 91 • .5 28.5 
14 Lime 35 65 3 90.4 89.5 30.2 
Avg. 91.8 90.8 28.8 
14 Louisville Fly 15 85 1 87.9 91 .. 0 ).83.8 
14 Ash ... Cal.vert City 15 85 2 87.6 90.7 148.2 
14 Lime 15 85 3 87.1 90.2 177.9 
Avg. 87.5 90 .. 6 170 .. 0 
14 Louisville Fly 25 75 1 89.4 92.3 188.9 
14 Ash .. Calvert City 25 75 2 87.3 90.1 201.6 
14 J.im8 25 75 3 87.6 90.4 182.6 
• 8 o. 1 1.0 • • 8 .1 9 9 9 
'fABLE Sa CONTnrnED 
-l'lo>dod Materials Percent Percent. Speebten Wet Deooit;r Percent Max. Unconfined CC1111pe 
(D ... ) Lime Yly.lsh ••• Attex• Curing Wet Density stre"""' (poi,) (lb,/cu,tt..) 
:u. Louisville Fly 35 6$ 1 69.9 91.$ JJ,J .•• :u. Ash - Calvert City 35 6$ 2 69.9 91.5 156.5 
:u. Lime 35 6$ 3 69.9 91.5 126.3 
Avg., 89.9 91.5 m.4 
:u. Shawnee No. 1 _Fly s 95 1 100.0 94.9 29 .. 9 
:u. Ash - Calvert City ' 95 2 98.6 93.5 28 .. 6 :u. """' $ 9$ l 99.0 93.9 )8.,6 Avg. 99· .. 2 94.1 32.$ 
28 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 15 85 1 89.4 88.3 $1.3 
28 Ash - Calvert City 15 as 2 91.8 90 .. 7 SS.lo 
28 Lime 15 as 3 89.0 87 .. 9 $4.0 
28 1$ 8$ 4 94.4 93.3 49.$ 
28 15 as ' 89.6 88.$ 68.8 28 1$ as 6 91.3 90.2 81.5 
28 15 65 7 90.8 89.7 61.4 
28 15 8$ 8 91.$ 90.4 $7.8 
.&vg., 9l .. D 69.9 60.0 
2a Shcwnee No~ 1 Fly 2$ 7S 1 8!).1 87.6 6$.8 
28 Ash - Calvert City 2$ 75 2 8$.6 68.1 63.2 
28 Lime 2$ 7$ 3 8$.6 68.1 62,; 
Avg. 85.4 87.9 63.8 
28 Shawnee No. 1 J!'ly 35 6$ 1 93.3 92.4 7.3 .. 2 
28 Ash - Calvert City 3$ 65 2 92.2 91 .. .3 68.8 
28 Lime 35 6$ 3 91.8 90.9 61.1 
A:vg. 92.4 9l .. S 67.7 
28 Louisville Fly 15 8$ 1 69.0 92.1 269.8 
28 Ash - Calvert City 15 as 2 86.2 69.,2 217.9 
28 the 15 8$ 3 88.$ 91., 169.0 
Avg. 87.9 91.0 218.9 
28 Louisville Fly 25 75 1 90.1 93 .. 0 209.,0 
28 Ash - Calvert City 2$ 7S 2 90.,1 93 .. 0 235.7 
28 the 25 75 3 87.9 !/0.7 235.7 
Avg. 89.4 92.2 226.8 
28 Louirm.lle Fl.¥ 35 65 1 89.6 91.2 223.8 
28 Ash - Calvert- City 35 6$ 2 aa.7 90.3 216.4 
2a Lime 35 65 3 87.6 651.2 198.6 
A.vg,. 86.6 90.2 212.9 
2a Shmmee Uo • 1 Fly 5 95 1 97.8 92 .. 8 SS.1 
2a .Ash ... Calvert City s 95 2 97.8 92.a 69 .. 7 
2a Limo s 95 3 96 .. 3 93.3 $8.7 
Avg,. 98.0 93 .. 0 61,2 
90 Shamee Mo. 2 Fl.¥ lS as 1 81.7 80.7 81.8 
90 Ash - Calvert City 15 as 2 80 .. 9 79.9 '/4.1 
90 Lime 1S a5 3 aa.s- 87.$ 60 .. 1 
90 15 a5 4 81.7 80.,7 92.2 
A.vg. 83.2 82.,2 82.1 
!10 Shmrnee lloo 1 Fly 25 7S l 64.2 a6.6 161.6 
90 Ash - Calvert City 2S 75 2 a5.9 aa.4 166.3 
the Avg. aS.l a7.S 164.0 
Curing Period Materials Percent Percent Specimen Wet Density Percent Max. Unconi'ined Comp., 
(D'Y") """' Fly Ash No. After Cur~ Wet Density Strength (psi@) (lb./nu.ft., 
-
90 Shmm.ae Ho.. 1 Fly 35 65 1 92 .. 9 92.0 172.6 
90 Ash - Calvert City 35 65 2 9lo0 90.1 169 .. 9 
"""' Avg. 92,0 91.1 171&2 
90 Louisville Fly 15 65 1 8$<>4 86.4 376.$ 
90 Ash-- Calvert City 15 65 2 86 .. 2 89.2 !,26.9 
90 """' 15 65 3 83 •• , 66.6 418.0 Avg. 85.1 88.,.1 407.1 
90 Louisville Fly 25 75 1 87.9 90.7 496.1 
90 Ash - Calvert City 25 75 2 87.3 90.1 489.2 
90 """" 25 75 3 85.1 87.,8 444.7 Avg .. 86.,8 89.5 477.3 
90 Louisville Fly 35 65 1 69.6 9lc2 409.1 
90 Ash - Calvert City 35 65 2 84.5 86.0 358.7 
Lime .Avg .. 87.1 68.6 363.9 
90 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 5 95 1 98.3 93 .. 3 135 .. 5 
90 Ash - Calvert City 5 95 2 96.9 91.9 146.2 
"""' Avg. 97.6 92.6 140.9 
180 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 15 85 1 99 .. 0 97.8 533.7 
180 Ash - Calvert City 15 85 2 92.4 91.3 56o.3 
160 """' 15 85 3 94.1 93.6 512 .. 9 Avg. 95.4 94.2 535.6 
180 Shawnee No. l Fly 25 75 1 86.5 89.0 333.5 
180 Ash - Calvert City 25 75 2 84.5 66.9 327.6 
180 """' 25 75 3 85 .. 1 87.6 321 .. 7 Avg .. 85.4 8).8 327.6 
180 Shawnee No. '1 Fly 3S 65 1 92.7 91.6 .392 .. 8 
180 Ash - Calvert City 3S 65 2 93u8 92.9 $01 .. 0 
180 """' 35 65 3 95 .. 3 94 .. b 527 .. 7 Avg .. 93 .. 9 93.0 473.8 
180 Louisville Fly 15 85 1 84.4 87.4 :na .. o 
180 Ash - Calvert City 15 85 2 86 .. 8 69.9 492.1 
180 """' 15 85 3 84.4 87.4 435.8 Avg .. 85.2 88.,2 435.3 
180 Louisville Fly 25 75 1 86.3 89.1 520,.3 
180 Ash - Calvert City 25 75 2 84.6 87.3 481.6 
180 """" 25 75 3 87.1 69.9 536.6 Avg., 66.0 88.8 512.9 
180 Louisville Fly 35 65 1 90.4 92.,1 520.3 
180 Ash - CBJ.vert City 35 65 2 91.5 93.2 484.7 
180 """" 35 65 3 89.9 91.5 480.3 Avg. 90.6 92.3 495.1 
180 Shawnee No. 1 Fly 5 95 l 98.6 93.5 493.6 
180 Ash - Calvert City 5 9!> 2 99.5 94.4 493.6 
180 Lime 5 95 3 100 .. 4 95.3 409.1 
Avge 99.5 94.4 465.4 
TABLE 6: RESUI.TS OF TESfS ON LIME-FLY ASH ... SQIL SPECIMENS CURED IN CONSTANl' HUMIDITY ROOM 
Curing Period Percent Percent Percent Specimen Wet Density Percent Maxe Unconfined Com}. 
(D.,...) Calvert City Shawnee #2 Grenada Silt ••• After Cur~ Wet Density Strength (psi .. 
Lime Fly Ash Lou Soil (lb.,fcu.,f"t., 
0 0 0 100 1 ll8.5 94 .. 8 2.8 
0 0 0 100 2 118.5 94.8 1.6 
0 0 0 100 3 119.9 95.9 4.0 
Avg., 119.0 9.5.2 2.8 
7 2 13 85 1 107.4 85.9 13.6 
7 2 13 85 2 107.2 8$,8 16 .. 3 
7 2 13 85 3 109.4 87.5 19 .. 0 
7 2 13 85 4 106.3 85.0 17.8 
Avg .. 107.6 86.,1 16 .. 7 
7 3 17 80 1 104.,0 8.3 .. 2 12 .. 2 
7 3 17 80 2 105.1 84 .. 1 l$ol 
7 3 17 80 3 103.2 82.6 11,6 
7 3 17 80 4 104.0 83.,2 12.2 
7 3 17 80 5 10$ .. 1 84.,1 15.4 
Avg., 104.,3 83.4 13.3 
7 4 21 75 1 101.4 81.1 ll.6 
7 • 21 75 2 101.8 81 .. 4 14.S 7 4 2l 75 3 101.2 81.,0 10o7 
7 4 21 75 4 103.5 82.8 9.S 
7 • 21 75 5 103.2 82 .. 6 11.3 7 4 21 75 6 103 .. 7 83 .. 0 8.3 
Avg., 102.$ 82.,0 11.0 
7 5 25 70 1 99 .. 7 79.8 5.9 
7 5 25 70 2 97.2 77.8 4.7 
7 5 25 70 3 97.6 78.1 5.6 
7 5 25 70 4 99.5 79.6 7.1 
7 5 25 70 5 99.5 79.6 3.3 
7 5 25 70 6 102.,8 82.2 6.3 
Avg., 99.4 19..5 5.6 
14 2 13 85 1 107.4 65.9 16 .. 0 
14 2 13 85 2 105.8 84,6 16c3 
14 2 13 85 3 108.,8 87.0 15.7 
Avg., 107.3 85,8 16.,0 
14 3 17 60 1 108.,8 87.0 16.6 
14 3 17 60 2 104.2 83.4 ll.J 
14 3 17 80 3 105.1 64.1 14.2 
Avg., 106 .. 0 84.,8 14.0 
14 4 21 75 1 104~2 63.4 16.3 
14 4 21 75 2 103.2 82.6 14.5 
14 4 21 75 3 106o0 84.8 16.9 
.Avg .. 104.5 83.6 15.9 
14 5 25 75 1 100.,6 6oS 7.4 
14 5 25 75 2 100.4 80.3 6,2 
14 5 25 75 3 100.4 80.3 8.3 
14 5 25 75 4 101.2 81.0 e.o 
Avg. 100e7 80.,5 7.5 
TABLE 6~ CONTINUED 
Curing Period Percent Percent Percent Specimen Wet Density Percent Max .. Unconfined Com)e 
(Days) Calvert City Shawnee #2 Grenada Silt No, After Curing Wet Density Strength (psi,. 
Lime Fly Ash Loam Soil {lb./cu,.f't.,) 
26 2 13 85 1 lll.7 89.4 19.3 
28 2 13 85 2 107.4 85.9 22.2 
28 2 13 85 3 106.3 85,0 19.9 
Avg .. 108.5 86.8 20.5 
28 3 17 80 1 104.0 83.2 10.4 
28 3 17 80 2 103.5 82.8 19.3 
Avg. 103.8 8).0 14.9 
26 4 21 75 1 102ee 82.2 1),) 
28 4 21 75 2 105.1 84.1 1.>.4 
Avg. 104.0 83,2 14.h 
28 5 25 70 1 101.2 81.0 1),6 
28 5 25 70 2 100 .. 6 80,5 n.o 
28 5 25 70 3 102eJ 81.8 9.8 
Avg. 101.4 (:)1.,1 11.5 
90 2 13 85 1 107.9 66,) 52.2 
90 2 13 85 2 108.6 86 .. .9 78.6 
90 2 1) 85 3 105.1 84.1 48.6 
Avg. 107.2 65.8 59.8 
90 3 17 80 1 103 .. 2 82.6 40.0 
90 3 17 60 2 103.2 82.6 64.6 
90 3 17 8o 3 104.0 83.2 60.5 
Avg. 103.5 82.,8 ss .. o 
90 4 21 75 1 104.9 83.9 54.9 
90 4 21 75 2 no.a 88.6 52.8 
90 4 21 75 3 102.3 61,8 51.0 
Avg .. 106 .. 0 84,.8 52.,9 
90 5 25 70 1 103.5 82.8 67.3 
90 5 25 70 2 109.,6 87.7 59.9 
90 5 25 70 3 98.3 78.6 4o .. o 
Avg. 103.8 83.0 55.7 
180 2 13 85 1 107.4 85.9 84.5 
180 2 13 85 2 105.8 84.6 67.6 
180 2 13 85 3 108;8 87.0 65.2 
Avg. 107.3 85.8 72.4 
180 3 17 80 1 106.0 84.8 60,8 
180 3 17 80 2 104.6 83.7 63.7 
180 3 17 80 3 108.8 87.0 77.1 
Avg. 106.5 85.2 67.2 
180 4 21 75 1 103 .. 7 83,0 49.2 
180 4 21 75 2 109.1 87.3 57.2 
160 4 21 75 3 117 .. 1 93.7 46.6 
Avg .. uo.o 88.0 51 .. 0 
180 5 25 70 1 116.7 93.4 72.9 
180 5 25 70 2 110.0 aa.o 92.5 
180 5 25 70 3 107 .. 7 86.2 56.6 
Avg. lll.5 89.2 74.0 
TABLE 7~ RESULTS OF TESTS ON LIME-FLY ASH SPEClMENS CURED rn AUTOCLA.VE 
--
Preparati.on of Materials Preparation of Specimen Specimen Wet Density Percent Max~ Unconfined Compo 
No. After Curing 
(1b.jou.rt.) 
Wet Density Strength (psi~} 
85% Shawnee No.. 2 Fly Ash Wrapped in tin foil 1 93.4 637.4 
Interground with 1$% Calvert 2 93.1· 598.9 
City Lime 3 92.9 61ll.9 
Avg. 93.1 639.4 
8.5% Unground Shawnee' No~ ' 2 Wrapped in tin foil 1 90.8 375.0 
Fl~· Ash and 15% Ground 2 95.6 327&6 
Calvert City Lime 3 91.!> 375.0 
4 95.4 366ol 
A.vga 93.3 360.9 
75% Unground Louisville Fly No wrapping 1 87.9 201.6 
Ash and 25% Unground Calvert 2 86.!> 2.52~0 
City Lime Avg. 87.2 226 .. 8 
7.5% Louisville Fly Ash Wrapped in tin foil 1 96.1 90 .. 0 696.7 
Interground with 2.5% 2 9.5 .. 1 89.0 67o.o 
Calvert City Lime 3 95.4 89.3 676.0 
Avg. 95.5 89.4 680s9 
7.5% Louisville Fly Ash Wrapped in aluminum foil 1 9Bol 91.9 733.8 
Interground with 2.5% 2 96.4 90s3 763.4 
Calvert City Lime 3 94.4 88.4 770.8 
Avg. 96.3 90.2 756.0 
7.5% Unground Louisville Fly Wrawed in tin foil 1 86.8 466.9 
Ash and 2.5% Ground Calvert 2 9ls0 452.1 
City Lime 3 66.5 437.3 
Avg. 138.1 452.1 
7.5% Louisville Fly Ash Wrapped in tin f-oil l 92.4 66.5 637.4 
Interground With 25% Cured under water for 2 91.5 85.7 742.7 
Calvert City Lilne 7 days 3 89.6 63.9 643.3 
Avg. 91.1 85.4 674.5 
7.5% Louisville Fly Ash Wrapped in tin £oil 1 91~8 86eO 7oB.6 
Interground with 2.5% Cured in air for 2 94.5 88.5 796.0 
Calvert City Lime 4 weeks 3 91.5 65.7 687.8 
Avg. 92.6 86.7 73o.B 
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